Alma Mater
We pledge our honor to the Orange and White.
We will be loyal through the day and night.
And even when we are losing we are winning too.
With our high spirit and hearts so true.
CLASS

SENIOR PRESIDENT: MARI CASAREZ

SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT: URBANA CHAPA

SENIOR SECRETARY: JENNIFER PEREZ

SENIOR TREASURER: CASSIDI MANSKER

SOPHOMORES: Joseph Garcia, B.J. Arredondo, Joseph Soliz, Joe Ramos.

FRESHMEN: Suzette Hernandez, Brandon Moreno, Mari Martinez, Anne Garcia.
Have You Ever Seen Such

SENORS? class of 98

INVISIONS OF A DIPLOMA

Class Motto: Through all the happiness and sorrow, I guess I'd do it all again;
Live for today and not tomorrow, It's still the rode that never ends.

Song: "HERE I GO AGAIN"--WHITE SNAKE

Flower: ORCHID

Colors: HUNTER GREEN AND SILVER

What does a Senior experience that an underclassman does not? Everything seems to be a final impression or a last chance. Pep rallies are opportunities for Seniors to show that they rule by spraying silly string at the Juniors or holding up signs with degrading comments about their younger rivals. The Prom, whether spent with a sweetheart or a best friend, is probably the most memorable dance of a high school career (a night at "The Grand" can not compare). The Seniors get the first pick at the tables in the cafeteria, always end up at the front of the lunch line, and have enough practice to cruise from Stars to the Post Office blind folded. Seniors feel chills down their spines when they hear their class song, and in the end, comes the night every Senior has waited for their whole life ... GRADUATION.

Seniors voted "Most Beautiful Eyes"
Chris DeWinne and
Ashleigh Smith
YOU SHOULD HAVE

KRISTEN VESELKA  BRIAN SCHLEIFER  CASSIDI MANSKER  MARI CASAREZ

JASON PORRAS  RALPH SANDOVAL  URBANA CHAPA  ROLAND TAPIA

ALMA RODRIGUEZ  JULIE LOPEZ  KIMBERLY YOGI  ABIGAIL RACKLEY
SEEN US THEN

JESSICA SNYDER

DONNY RODRIGUEZ

MIKE QUINTERO

ALTA THORNTON

ROBYN GOZA

KAREN WILSON

SAL MEDINA
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Have You Ever Seen Such JUNIORS? class of '99

Looking Forward to Their Turn

Ranked #1: Jennifer Warner
Ranked #2: Dawn Kessler

When you’re finally a Junior, no one can make fun of you for being an “underclassman.” Being a Junior usually means that you’re old enough to drive -- you may not get a car, but one of your friends is bound to. You become eligible to exempt semester exams, leave for off campus lunch, and go to the prom (in something other than a toga). It’s your turn to choose the prom theme and what the Sophomore servers have to wear. You are one step closer to being on the Varsity team - unless you already are, and now classes get really hard. If you are college bound, you start taking standardized tests, and researching schools. Being a Junior means you’re almost there... but the fun has just begun!

Juniors Voted “Most Beautiful Eyes”

Jason L. Gutierrez
and Jenny Burris
Cavazos, Gary  
Chapa, Veronica  
Cisneros, Robert  
Clem, Kelli  
Crawford, Nick  

Daniel, Amie  
Dannier, Lynn  
DelBosque, Veronica  
Delgado, Jeraldine  
Denwood, Kassie  

DeWinne, Adam  
Dino, Adrian  
Dobra, Robby  
Domínguez, Jackelyn  
Duge, Erica  

Edge, Kimberly  
Edmonson, Stephanie  
Espinosa, Andrey  
Ferrer, Heather  
Flint, Kushan  

Flores, Elan  
Flores, Sonia  
Foštk, Travis  
Fuentes, Brandon  
Garces, Marisa  

García, Brenda  
García, Christopher  
García, Crystal  
Garcia, Genaro  
Garcia, Jennifer  

García, Loni  
Garcia, Mike  
Garza, Arturo  
Garza, Layla  
Garza, Lee Roy  

20
Garza, Libby
Garza, Melissa
Garza, Stephanie
Glasscock, Jessica
Gonzales, Carcia

Gonzales, Gary
Gonzales, Gracie
Gonzales, Jennifer
Gonzales, Jessica
Gonzales, Rachel

Greer, Lacie
Guerrero, Jacob
Guerrero, Juan
Gutierrez, Jason F.
Gutierrez, Jason L.

Haas, Emily
Hall, David
Hargrove, Jeffery
Hartsfield, Derik
Harris, April

Head, Angela
Heizer, Sharon
Herrera, Veronica
Hester, Shaw
Hinojosa, Rodolfo

Hmcr, Stephen
Huckaby, Cassie
Hudspeth, Eric
Hughes, Kandy
Hurtado, Erica

Hurtado, Luz Elena
Icenogle, Jimmy
Johnson, Patricia
Jones, Michael
Juppsstrom, Dennis
Have You Ever Seen Such
SOPHOMORES?

Two Years Left to Look Forward to

Ranked #1: Brandon Sehlke
Ranked #2: Lindsey Burhing

The beginning of a Sophomore's year is pure bliss simply because of the fact that you're not a Freshman any more. It's your turn to pull the pranks. Up until March, a Sophomore's main focus is the TAAS Test. Teachers are preoccupied with getting you to pass the Reading, Writing, and Math (without a calculator). Several Sophomores take Drivers Ed because they turn sixteen. Also, you are the right legal age to get a job. You have the chance to take the PSAT during school. If you really want to go to Prom, you can go as a server. Fund raisers are a major deal, i.e. video yearbook. You do not have to play sports on Freshman teams. Tenth grade is the greatest year of high school because you are no longer a newcomer, but the stresses of college prep seem in the far distance.

Sophomores voted "Most Beautiful Eyes"
Alix Martinez and
Gina Orozco
Abrigo, Herminia
Acosta, Robert
Adamez, Nikki
Adkins, Derek
Aguirre, Elizabeth

Aguirre, Sandra
Aldridge, Clint
Allen, Steve
Alvarez, Liz
Alvar, Arturo

Alvarez, Elisa
Anderson, Alecia
Anderson, Sara
Arciba, Melissa
Arciba, Rudolf

Arismend, Edward
Armijo, Joaquin
Armijo, Martha
Arredondo, B.J.
Arredondo, Pablo

Artiga, Nicole
Avila, Jorge
Banta, Dallas
Barefield, Ray
Barragan, Robert

Barrera, Samie
Barrera, Samuel
Barrilotes, Rosanna
Benavides, David
Benitez, Thelma

Bernal, Kelli
Bethke, Ben
Bible, Kathleen
Blackwell, Julie
Blahnik, Laura
Gonzales, Frank
Gonzales, Jesse
Gonzales, Johnny
Gonzales, Martha
Gonzales, Max

Gonzales, Nieva
Gonzales, Sara
Gonzales, Tammy
Gremmel, Randy
Guerrero, Erik

Gutierrez, Ricky
Haddow, Rachelle
Hardin, James
Hartsfield, Valerie
Harris, Grant

Harris, Tanishia
Harrod, Vanessa
Henley, Austin
Henson, Richard
Hernandez, Anthony

Hernandez, Rafael
Herrera, Cecilia
Hewitt, Derrick
Howell, Daryl
Hubbard, Michael

Hughes, Veronica
Hurrey, Cruz
Hysquierdo, Elissa
Ibarra, Blas
Jackson, Cleo

Jefferson, Lamecca
Jenkins, Cleighton
Johnson, Chris
Jones, Jinnah
Jones, Kris
Have You Ever Seen Such

FRESHMEN

class of '01

SEEING WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

Ranked #1: Katherine Hill
Ranked #2: Gretchen Heldenfels

The first year in high school is always the worst. Everything from being called "fish" to being the brunt of cruel jokes fall on the freshmen. You find out that research papers really do involve research. Due dates are due dates. Late excuses are listened to, but rarely excuse the lateness. You are suddenly responsible for everything you do. No longer can you blame someone else for your mistakes and be believed (your teachers have heard the same excuse from 8,000 other "fish" and no longer believe it). You go from being the top dog at junior high, to bottom of the totem pole in high school. But cheer up. Next year you will be sophomores. You'll know the ropes. You will be the ones pulling the stunts on the new freshmen. All too soon the years will pass and you'll be graduating. Semper fi, fish, semper fi.

Freshmen voted "Most Beautiful Eyes"
Eric Adamez and
Morgan Puckett
Garcia, Lea
Garcia, Leslie
Garcia, Lorenzo
Garner, Samantha
Garza, Amanda

Garza, Eric
Garza, Jessica
Garza, Juan Gabriel
Garza, Katy
Garza, Lana

Garza, Mona
Garza, Xavier
Garza, Ylario
Gaylord, Brian
Gomez, Kris

Gomez, Sergio
Gonzales, Arturo
Gonzales, Carol
Gonzales, Gabriel
Gonzales, Iliana

Gonzales, Jessica
Gonzales, John
Gonzales, Jonathan
Gonzales, Larry
Gonzales, Tiffany

Gonzales, Tim
Gonzales, Veronica
Gonzalez, Jaime
Gonzalez, Joyce
Graf, William

Gratton, Brian
Gray, Christy
Gray, Tiffany
Guerra, Daniel
Guerra, Ramsey
Guerrero, Richard
Gutierrez, Veronica
Haddow, Aaron
Hajek, Bradley
Harris, Jaime

Harris, James
Heard, Taylor
Heizer, Stacey
Heldenfels, Gretchen
Henley, Clay

Henson, Jaime
Hernandez, Alma
Hernandez, Christina
Hernandez, Cody
Hernandez, Suzette

Herrera, Eric
Herrera, Monica
Hill, Katherine
Hinojosa, Gabriel
Huckaby, Zachary

Jasso, Joe
Jimenez, David
Jones, Val
Jump, Jerome
Juppsstrom, Matt

Kertzman, Misty
Kissing, Chris
Knowlton, Chad
Kotara, Lance
Kurczyz, Gabriel

Kuykendall, John
Lara, Jeremy
Lara, Ruben
Llanas, Pearl
Long, Nick
Lopez, Eihut
Lopez, Jason
Lopez, Neri
Lopez, Trey
Lugo, Gabriela

Lugo, Omero
Luna, Eric
Madsell, Travis
Maldonado, Martin
Martinez, III, Amado

Martinez, Angelica
Martinez, Cynthia
Martinez, Dorothy
Martinez, Joseph
Martinez, Kenneth

Martinez, Lisa
Martinez, Marcus
Martinez, Marisela
Martinez, Melody
Martinez, Sylvia

Marton, Noah
Matthews, Justin
McDonald, Dustin
McKibben, Robert
Medellin, Wally

Medina, Vanessa
Menagh, Jeremy
Mendez, Sammy
Meredith, Alan
Molina, Roberta

Moreno, Brandon
Moreno, Dalia
Moreno, Gerard
Moreno, Juan
Morin, David
Wall, Kira
Walsh, Darla
Wathen, Andrew
Watson, Delair
Willow, Paul

Ybarra, Sueellen
Young, Ashley
Zimmer, Stephanie
Zuniga, Jennifer
Our Childhood

author unknown

We are the children of the eighties. We are not the first “lost generation” nor today’s lost generation; in fact we think we know just where we stand— or are discovering it just as we speak.

We are the ones who played with Lego Building Blocks when they were just building blocks and gave Malibu Barbie crewnuts with safety scissors that never really cut.

We collected Garbage Pail Kids and Cabbage Patch Kids, My Little Ponies and Hot Wheels, He-Man action figures and thought She-Ra looked just a little bit like I would when I was a woman.

Big Wheels and bicycles and streamers were the way to go, and sidewalk chalk was all you needed to build a city.

Imagination was the key. It made the Ewok Treehouse big enough for you to be Luke, and the kitchen table and an old sheet dark enough to be a tent in the forest.

Your world was the backyard and it was all you needed. With your pink portable tape player, Debbie Gibson sang back up to you.

Everyone wanted a skirt like the Material Girl and a glove like Michael Jackson’s. Today we are the ones who sing along with Bruce Springsteen and the Bangles perfectly and have no idea why. We recite lines with The Ghostbusters and still look to the Goonies for a great adventure.

We flip through TV stations and stop at The A-Team, Knight Rider, and Fame. We still laugh with the Cosby Show, Family Ties, and Punky Brewster.

We hold strong affections for the Gummy Bears and the Muppets, and why did they take The Smurfs off the air?

After school specials were only about cigarettes and step families. The Polka Dot Door was nothing like Barney, and aren’t The Power Rangers just Voltron reincarnated?

We are the ones who still read Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys, Beverly Cleary, Judy Blume, and Richard Scary.

Friendship bracelets were ties you couldn’t break and friendship pins were on shoes—preferably hightop velcro Reeboks—and pegged jeans were in, as were unit belts, layered socks, jean jackets, jams, and side pony tails.

Rave was a girl’s best friend, and braces with colored rubber bands made you look cool.

The back door was always opened and Mom always served red Kool-Aid to the neighborhood kids.

Entertainment was cheap and lasted for hours. All you needed to be princess was high heels and an apron; the Sit-in-Spin made you dizzy but never made you stop. Pogo Balls were dangerous weapons and Chinese Jump Ropes never failed to trip some one. In your underoos you were Wonderwoman, or Spiderman, or R2D2, and in your tree house you were king.

In the eighties nothing was wrong. Did you know that the president was shot or that Star Wars was not only a movie?

Did you ever play in a bomb shelter? Did you see the Challenger explode or feed a homeless man?

We forgot Vietnam and watched Tianmann’s Square on CNN, and bought pieces of the Berlin Wall at the store.

AIDS was not the number one killer in the U.S. We didn’t start the fire, Billy Joel.

In the eighties we redefined the American Dream, and those years defined us.

We are the generation in between strife and facing strife and turning our backs.

The eighties might have made us idealistic, but it is idealism that will push us up and be passed on to our children—the children of the twenty-first century. Never forget we are the children of the eighties.
Have You Ever Seen Such ATHLETES?

Eye on the Prize

Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Tennis, Track, Cross Country, Soccer, Baseball, Softball, Golf, Sp. Olympics, Wrestling

Athletes, especially in South Texas, are tough. Actual game time is only half of the challenge. Athletes run, lift weights, and practice until they ache. Two-a-day practice is nothing to joke about, but playing sports takes more than strength and team spirit. It's about being able to come home from games late at night, stinky, sweaty, and with a backpack full of homework, without freaking out. It's about recovering from a loss, and being proud of a win, taking advice, and knowing that no one is perfect. Athletes are role models. Half the fun of highschool is watching friends excell on the court, field, or track. They make us proud. How colorful the hallways are with banners urging our teams to win. What a great five minutes we miss during 3rd period announcements, hearing about our wins!

Athletes voted "Most Beautiful Eyes"
Eric Castaneda and Casandra Schauer
Jaime Gonzales got the 1st pin in JHS history.

Alex Cabrera was first in Region in his weight class.

Daniel Echavarria takes control.

WRESTLING


"In all my years in wrestling, I have never seen anyone who works harder, has more desire, or is more deserving of success than these men." Coach Pederson

Although Matthew appears to be biting his opponent, he's a nice guy.

Angus has the POWER!

Mike prepares to "sit out."

State bound

Go for it Brian

Compliments of H. E. B. Beeville Market 100 E. Houston 358-4553
VARSITY
TEARING IT UP


Thoms hands off to Rothlisgerger during 2-a-days. Willow warms up to punt.
There are many things I will remember about the 1997 Trojan football team. Who could forget the comeback they made at G.P.? What a treat that must have been for the fans that made the trip. At Hebronville they knew how important it was to put the game away early. What better way to do that than to run back the opening kickoff for a touchdown. The heartbreaking overtime loss to Pleasanton would have broken most teams but the Trojans bounced back with consecutive wins over Southside and West Campus. They kept their playoff hopes alive to the very end. Most importantly, I will never forget their dedication to one another. Through good and bad they stuck together. They truly understood the meaning of FAMILY.

-COACH WAYNE COLEMAN

Trojan defense whoops up on the Cougars.

Zertuche has deep pre-game thoughts.

Albrecht stretches left over right.

Echevarria and Lopez take out Port Lavaca.
JUNIOR VARSITY


STOP, LOOK, and LISTEN

Coach Luce politely yells at O.J., Justin, and Mark.

Travis, Cruz, and Justin take on Canyon.

Bottom Left: Coach Norvel pumps up Johnny and Adam. Bottom Right: Aaah! Please, Joe, don't throw the ball at the camera.
Top Left: Lucas, J.D., and Joel practice with Coach Carranco. Top Right: Lucas Barrera waits to get in on the game.

Roland takes a water break.

TROJANS beat Port Lavaca scrimmaging!


HERE COME THE MIGHTY TROJANS

FRESHMEN
"We had a really talented team this year. I had so much fun! Especially after the first four district games - we really pulled together and became a team. I will miss the four seniors leaving us this year - God Bless!"

Emily Haas #31

"Overall we had a great season, even though we didn't make the playoffs. Hopefully we will accomplish our goals next year."

Koco Traut #33

"I feel like we had what it took to be a great team, but unfortunately we didn’t come out victorious. We had a very long season, which as a whole was fun. I really enjoyed being a team captain this year and hopefully we can make it to the playoffs next year."

Jennifer Garcia #24
Volleyball

Audrey practices her Orange Crush!!

Practice makes perfect, right Erica?!

Urbie soars above the net to stop a serve!

Koco makes an awesome spike!

Lamecca says, "Dig This!!!"

Sisterhood Rules - Teammates always stick together!
Junior Varsity

Back to front: Mary Lee, Casandra Schauer, Blair Park, Pearl Llanas (mgr), Regina Rodriguez, Tanisha Harris, Coach Michael Westerhouse, Ebony Taylor, Rebeca Perez, Erica Garcia, Lizzy Aguirre, Maylena Farias, Janessa Ondrej (mgr), Cristina Saucedo, Jessica Glasscock, Darci Ford, Marsha Byrd, Elissa Hysquierdo and Valerie Hartsfield.

Lizzy’s spikin’!!!

Teammates having fun dog piling.

Prepin’ for the game.

Like always, Tanisha sends the ball over the net.

Jessica Glasscock makes an ace.

Marsha! Marsha! Marsha!

Dig it – Mary Lee!!!

Blair Park practices ballet as Jessica vanishes.
Freshmen Volleyball

Back to front: Adela Colunga, Jessica Arredondo, Stephanie Silvas, Stephanie Zimmer, Patricia Salazar, Jessica Gonzales, Jamie Villarreal, Amanda Chessir, Heather Rosas, Mari Villarreal, Rachel Rineen, Maria Rodriguez, Morgan Puckett, Veronica Perez, Lori Contreras.

Teammates stretching for the game.

Heather Rosas dives for the ball.

Stephanie gives Lori and Morgan a Bear Hug before the game.

Morgan and Lori fight for the ball!!!
COACH WEBB
SAYS

"Cross Country is an unusual sport in that it is a 'team sport' that is run as a group of individuals. It's a difficult sport because the rewards are often realized only by you, your team and your coach."


Bus trips can be fun. Say, "Team Unity!"
Last ride for these two friends.
Country

... and they're off to victory!

Show me the water!

Tom gains on East Central.

Jessica teaches Misty how to be cool.

Mikey comes around for a strong finish.

I think I can. I think I can.

The Varsity Men were Regional Qualifiers, placing 3rd in District. Michael Rodriguez and Jenny Warner qualified individually for the Regional Meet.

Daniel cruisin' solo.

B.J., maybe next year you will be in the magazine.
Players, Top Left: Mark Rincon, Darrel Olsen, Dusty Stewart, Robert Washington, Raymond Lockett, Chris DeWinne. Mid Left: Tom Belew, John Salinas, Mike Willow, Lionel Vasquez, Ronnie Reddick. Bottom Left: Michael Killam, Eric Castaneda, Jason Gutierrez, Dion Davis, Juan Garza, Edward Gomez. 3RD IN DISTRICT!

VARSITY BOY’S BASKETBALL

Trojans getting CRUNK for Southside.

Washington jumps like a pro.

Takin’ care of business.
Robert looking to score AGAIN.  Lionel can make a basket from any angle.

"You can't hold me, Terrel."—Willow

Jason takes a Floresville player to school.

Varsity won the Ex's game.
J.V. B-B-A-L-L

Front Row: Russel Ramos, Aaron Gonzales, Malcolm Watson, Jason Soto, Rey Silva
Second Row: Heather King (mgr.), Justin Trevino, Marcus Canada, Brandon McDonald, Eric Duggan, Samantha Kershaw (mgr.) Third Row: Louis Sanchez, Jeff Brown, Richard Henson, Robert Robinson, Ryan Breux, Coach Snyder

Ryan proves that white boys can jump!

What a way to jump Jason.

Rey scores with a fantastic lay-up.

Louis goes for the rebound as teammates watch.

Richard stands by in disgust.

Jeff waits for the rebound in the air.
FRSH B - BALL

AIMS HIGH

J.D. Rhodes shoots high for a perfect shot.
Great offense Ernest!!!
Great form Nathan!!!


Front Row: Gabriel Garza, Xavier Garza, Isaac Arcilla, Eric Herrera Second Row: Coach Carranco, Nick Long, Mike Dennis, Richard Guerrero

Eric concentrates... Swoosh!
"Concentrating" aren't we?
Ernest jumps high for the ball.

Compliments of S&H Grocery 107 Altavista 358-9440 Beeville, Texas
Lamecca gets high to score two.

Cassidi doesn't give McCollum a chance. Amanda makes room for Jessica.
From Top to Bottom: Misty Kneten, Jessica Kissling, Amanda Zimmer, Lamecca Jefferson, Cassidy Mansker, Patti Johnson, Juli Schneider, Marissa Silva, Erica Duge, Valerie Gomez, Laurie Moreno.

No one dares to get in Jessica's path.

Pre-game warm-up.

Coach Henry pumps up his players.

Sorry South! Maybe next time!

Laurie said, "In your face, ingleside."
J.V. Hoops


Priscilla drives against a West Campus defender.

Cassandra shoots a 10 foot jumpshot.
Go Fish

Left: Stephanie Silvas busts a free throw.
Top: Coach Lollar poses with his girls.
Right: Patricia drives to the bucket.

Bottom Row: Crystal Garcia, Christina Cano, Veronica Perez.

Left: Misty picks for Patricia to roll.
Right: She'Lee takes it down the court.
Varsity Boy's SOCCER

Front Row: Pete Rodriguez, Gilbert Cisneros, Charlie Cisneros, Robert Cisneros, Neri Lopez
Second Row: Stephen Mach, Jeffrey Head, Nathan Gonzales, Christopher Cline, Justin Olivo
Third Row: Roberto Ponce (Coach), Henery Chapa, Michael Trevino, Christopher Gynn, Jonathan Caruso, Daniel Echeverria, Vanessa Harrod (Manager)
Fourth Row: Jorge Ramos, Gabriel Alvarado, Michael McCullen, Joshua Maisel, Roberto Ozuna, Raymond Deliveaua.

Junior Varsity Boys

Front Row: Dallas Bante, Kenneth Martinez, David Clark, Lance Smith, Tony Brannon
Middle Row: Michael Westerhouse (Coach), Clint Aldridge, Artie Gomez, Ernesto De Luna, Robert Acosta, Edward Arismendez, Vanessa Harrod (Manager)
Back Row: Jessy Perez, Lance Kotara, Randy Gremmel, Justin Cooke, Michael Hubbard, Eliut Lopez
Lady Trojan


Tiffany gets great advice from her coaches. Melissa watches for the steal.
Seniors '96 -- We're outta here!

Cami wonders how many times Sara has these episodes.

Bad hair day, Tif?

Kim, Nidia, Morgan, Chrissy

Double Trouble

Soccer
BASE

Everyone watches Ralph.


SENIORS

SWING BATTER!! -- Joe S.

Strike 3, You're out!! -- Ernest O.

Maldonado, Darrell Olson, Micheal Richard Vossen.
Ernest Orozco, Sal Medina, John Russell.
Albrecht, Michael Silvas, Ralph

Shepherd, Gabriel Maldonado, coach Sharon Webb, coach Scott Pederson.
Lugo, Kiki Guerrero, Adrian Lugo,

Mark finishes his pitch.

Brandon looks like a pro.

Look out McCollum here it comes.
Top row (L to R): coaches Richard Vossen, Darren Russell, Ernest Perez, Eddie Villarreal, Dusty Stewart, Brian Olson, coach Scott Pederson.

Middle row: Mgr. Crissy Montoya, Joseph Soliz, Pablo Arredondo, Jason Rotschetzky, Jason Cantu, Chris Johnson, Cleighton Jerkins, Kevin Champagne.


Lucas shows off his throwing ability.

1998 Sophomores

This is what they mean by team togetherness.

MeMe is good at baseball and is photogenic.
All Stars  ★  ★  ★

Adrian shows us his batting technique.

James swings at a fast ball.

Henry concentrates on his throw.

FRESHMEN

In memory of 1979—80.


Middle row: Adrian Dominguez, Delfino Rivas, Allen Meredith, Wayne Burnip, Lorenzo Diaz.

Bottom row: Scott Alexander, Roland Rodriguez, Matthew Pople, Jerry Perez, David Morin, James Rorick.

Eric's a regular Babe Ruth. NOT!!!

Nolan Ryan? No, Jerry.
Varsity Softball


Mari moves in for the ball. Jennie books from first to second. Alta shows her award winning style.

Connie swings hard through the pitch. Determination shows on Mari's face.
Erica gets ready for the pitch.

Swing level, Val. and run like the devil.

Angelica in the ready position.

Ro backs off from a foul ball.

You’re outta there #13.

Coach Dominguez ready for a base runner.

Shel’Lee did a good job filling in for Alta.

Way to pitch Koco!
J. V. SOFTBALL


Liz and the umpire are ready, but not the batter.

Suzette flies home with coach's blessing.

April did a fine job at pitcher.

I'm sure Taos would like to forget those wonderful bus rides.
We Are Family
Trojan Boys Track

Nacho (Steven Hrnecir) shows great form.

I would like to thank our seniors for providing leadership both on and off the field through the season. I was pleased with the number of track and field athletes we had participate this year, especially the number of underclassmen that we will have returning. We are looking forward to better results in the district meet in 1999.

Coach Brad Norvell

Frankie Rodriguez gives his all.

I feel that the track team has started to come around. I think with more underclassmen coming to run track should become very big and have a good chance of taking district in the near future.

Senior Bryan Albrecht

Gabriel Alvarado and Daniel Rodriguez go for the gold.

Garrett Tindol ran anchor for the JV 4 x 400 relay.

Robert Washington sailed to third in district.
1998

Determination embodied in Dennis Vasquez.

Angel Quintero shows promise as a freshman.

Chris Kissling, Jacob Sammarron and Michael Rodriguez are off to a great start!

Brian Albrecht powers his way over the bar.

Raymond Lockett is all set to go.
Left to right, back to front: Coach Dan Silva, Dennis Vasquez, B. J. Arredondo, Joe Cardenas, Pablo Arredondo, Kenny Treavidwell, Rito Zerluhe, Michael Rodriguez, Gabriel Kurczyn, Angel Quintero, Jacob Samaron, Chris Kissling, Coach Brad Norvell, Ernest Perez, Frankie Rodriguez, Chris DelWinne, Brian Albrecth, Robert Ozuna, David Garcia, Daniel Rodriguez, Marcus Canada, Rey Silva, Gabriel Alvarado, Leo Carabajal, Michael Willow, Garrett Tindol, Lazaro Lara, Wes Thoms, William Newsom, Travis Foljik, James Herrera, Steven Hmoir, Jeff Brion, John Carabajal, Brian Schleifer.

Willow with his bronze medal for pole vault.

Gabriel Kurczyn chills between events.
Trojan Girls Track

Sonia Martinez and Ebony Taylor run hard in the 100m dash.

Cassidi Mansker throws the discus for third in District.

Misty Fitch concentrates on her jump.

This year, in overcoming obstacles, the seniors have left a pathway for the underclassmen to follow. We expect good things from next year’s Lady Trojan track team.

Coach Liza Cavazos

Ebony Taylor and Misty finish the 2400m run.

Laura Puga shows style and form in the hurdles.

Unfortunately, this year will probably be remembered for the accidents and the “good” things will be forgotten. It was a year of contrasts with young ladies overcoming many obstacles—some with success and some not quite reaching their goal. I think the idea the “because you are here, because you ran the race, you are a winner” applies to 1998. They are all winners therefore—Coach Sherry Webb.

Coaches Brad Norvell and Liza Cavazos.
Audrey Glasscock sails over the bar for third place

Jackie Flynn and Crystal Trevino loved the early morning bus rides.

Marivel Villarreal in the long jump.

Andrea Valero finished 2nd in the 400 m run.
Marissa relaxes between heats.

Teammates Teresa Doyle-Lopez and Ebony Taylor.

The relay team focusing on the final prize.

Loni Garcia gets help from Robert in the 400m.

Audrey Glasscock stretches before her event.

Fall 1997

Bottom Row: Sara DeStafano, Vanessa Harrod, Rebecca Featherston, Erica Lopez, Sharon Heizer, Abigail Rackley, Kristin Veselka
Top Row: Coach Nomberto Ponce, Justin Olive, Jeffrey McCullen, Darrick Buckalew, Michael McCullen, Jeffrey Head, J.J. Wicke, Don McNear

"We had a great year and we made it to Regionals again. Everybody did a fantastic job." --Rebecca F.

"Coach Ponce came as our coach, this year being his first year to coach tennis, and we went to Regionals. He did a great job." --Justin O.

J.J. you're not a freshman!!
Spring 1998

Jenni reaches for the ball.

Great back hand J.J.

Kristin, Abby, and Rebecca proudly display their 2nd place trophy from Cuero.

Sharon finishes her backhand.

Proud regional alternate doubles teams.

Jeffery gets ready to serve the ball.

Us? Play? Court? Now? We're just here to see a match.

Michael hits a good forehand shot.

Let's see, did I make the team?
GOIN’

SO THIS IS WHAT REALLY GOES ON IN GOLF.

MARTIN MALDONADO  CARRIE KOPPLIN  DUSTY STEWART

Go Golf!!
GOLFIN' 

FRONT LEFT: GINA PUENTE, MARI MARTINEZ, JESSICA SNYDER, CARRIE KOPPLIN, MARTIN MALDONADO, BRIAN GRATTON, ANDY DOLEZAL, NICK DELISSE, COACH MARK SNYDER, DUSTY STEWART, JACOB JOHNSON, JOHN SALINAS, ERIC DUGGAN, ANTHONY HINOJOSA 

GINA AND JOHN LOUNGIN' 

NICK DELISSE
Special

Left to right: Stephanie Salies, Lizzie Gonzales, Sandra Salies, Angela Aquilar, Dolores Garcia, Mark Martinez, Miorgan Miller, Joe Garcia, Kaye Gaddy, Mary Jane Garza, Shaun Camden, Jerry Esparza, Ashley Aquilar, Louis Johnson, Joshua Miller, Jose Velasquez, Ben Banavidiot, Geraro Ramos, Martin Esparza, Luke Richmond, Casey Ethridge, and David Henley.

Mary Jane

Mark Martinez and Mrs. Chamberlain

Robert

Mary Jane, Mrs. Chamberlain, Lizzie, Shaun

Shaun and Ruthie
Olympics

Demond, Lizzie and Jose

Demond, Mary Jane and Mrs. Blackburn

Jose and Mr. Montez


Ben

Jose

Lizzie, Shaun and Robert
Athletic Awards

Football

Girls B-Ball

Volleyball

Boys B-Ball

Cross Country

Girls Track

Tennis

Wrestling
Have You Ever Seen Such
SPIRIT?

Eager-Eyed Enthusiasm

Cheerleaders, Dazzlers, and our SPH class made sure our athletes knew that their school backed them and supported them.

From the first pep rally to the very last day of school, spirit was rampant at A. C. Jones. We had posters on every wall promoting all sorts of sports. We had orange and white ribbons tied to anything that did not move. The field house was decorated during football season and the school lockers were targeted for everything else. Visitors knew that we were proud to be Trojans.

FIGHT, fight TROJANS, FIGHT
Cheer


Cheer On!!!

Back row (Left to Right): Leah Garcia, Rebecca Perez, Suzette Hernandez. Middle row: Gina Orozco, Blair Park, Cissy Molina, Morgan Puckett. Front row: Crystal Garcia, Gina Puente, Lori Contreras
DAZZLERS


Major: Amanda Salazar, Lt. Colonel Marlena Carrizales and Colonel Romana Villarreal

Coach Liza Cavazos
1997 - 1998

Dazzlers -- Eyes LEFT!

Stephanie and Jennifer show off the Dazzler t-shirt.

Coach putting the girls through their paces.
SPIRIT

Jose Velasquez

The kids gather for a group shot before decorating.

Lizzie Gonzales

Robert and Lizzie proudly decorate the field house.

Shawn helps in the field house.

Luke Richmond

Brenda makes sure the job gets done right.

Demond Lockett

Ruth Kemple

Give a HELPING HAND
Brenda enjoyed getting the locker-room ready for the Trojans.

Robert gets it just right.

Decorating all the posts takes team effort.

It's fun to work with your friends.

Shawn looks tired and still has a lot to do.

BRIGADE
spirit week: hippie, sports, camo, match-a-friend, 50's
Have You Ever Seen Such STUDENT LIFE?

LOOK AT US NOW

Burning of the BT, Homecoming, Fall Play, Annual, Class Favorites, One-Act-Play, Powder Puff, and Prom.

There are so many things to do during a school year that it is hard for many to keep up. On top of sports, academics, musical and club involvement, students also have events to go to that tradition dictates can not be missed. This year’s burning of the BT set forth a new twist on an old theme -- no rags, just gas jets. What an awesome look that was. Two homecoming weeks -- let’s not do that again! An incredible fall play. Super acts at Annual. Some surprise class favorites. A one-act-play with a girl in the male lead (and boy did she do a great job). Another very hot and fast paced powder puff game won by the juniors. Heaven on Earth with an angel ice sculpture and beautiful decorations. If you weren’t at some of these events -- you really missed out.

With our eyes on the goal, we press on to reach the mark. We will not be moved from our target.
Burning of the BI
In 1997 Homecoming ended up being double the fun. Due to severe rain and thunder storms during Homecoming #1 (October 10), we re-scheduled, and held Homecoming #2 two weeks later on October 24. Dress Up Week turned out to be Dress Up Weeks. Students got their money's worth out of the mums by wearing them twice. The depression over the cancellation of the burning of the "BT" quickly ended when Mr. Johnson announced that it would still be held the Thursday before Homecoming #2. The first game we devastatingly lost to Pleasanton, but we made up for it by creaming West Campus in the second game. How many students at other schools get the thrill of Homecoming twice?
Strangers offered their help.

Some seemed oblivious to it all.

Others were dazed.

Teachers stood by helplessly.

Homecoming rocked our world for two weeks.
QUEEN: Cassidi Mansker

HOME COMING COURT

Duchess: Kristen Keilman
Princess: Veronica Sanchez
Duchess: Mari Alaniz

JUNIORS: Travis Perkins, Jenny Burris, Eric Castaneda, Princess: Loni Garcia, Juan Gutierrez, Jennifer Garcia.

SOPHOMORES: Jeff Breen, Gina Orozco, Matthew Silva, Princess: Jackie Flynn, Dennis Vasquez, Blair Park.

## A HAWAIIAN LUAU OF
## Entertainment & Favorites

### Class Favorite Nominees

#### Freshmen
- Chastity Campbell
- Lori Contreras
- Suzette Hernandez
- Eric Adamez
- Nathan Castaneda
- Brandon Moreno

#### Sophomores
- Emecca Jefferson
- Gina Puente
- Lelie Siddon
- Joseph Soliz
- Jason Soto
- Meme Vasquez

#### Juniors
- Jenny Burris
- Loni Garcia
- Jenny Warner
- Eric Castaneda
- Richard Salazar
- Robert Washington

#### Seniors
- Cassidi Mansker
- Eva Smith
- Veronica Sanchez
- Hector Luna
- Wes Thoms
- Michael Willow

#### All Campus
- Jessica Kissling
- Cassidi Mansker
- Veronica Sanchez
- Ram Garza
- Julian Saldívar
- Michael Willow

#### Most Likely to
- Succeed
- Erik Burns
- Raymond DelBuevos
- Chris DeWinne
- Jennifer Menn
- Stephanie Stogner
- Lisa Urbano

#### Best Personality
- Hector Luna
- Hector Ruiz
- Ralph Sandoval
- Veronica Sanchez
- Sarah Sugarek
- Karen Wilson

#### Rest Dressed
- Ram Garza
- Ernest Orozco
- Wes Thoms
- Cassidi Mansker
- Eva Smith
- Karen Wilson

#### Most Talented
- John Blackburn
- Henry Chapa
- Thomas Lee
- Noemi Adalpe
- Audrey Glasscock
- Tess Lawson

#### Best Cooking
- Ram Garza
- Hector Luna
- Wes Thoms
- Cassidi Mansker
- Ashleigh Smith
- Kimberly Yogi

#### Most Athletic
- Ram Garza
- Joe Soliz
- Michael Willow
- Audrey Glasscock
- Cassidi Mansker
- Jennifer Perez

#### Most Outstanding
- Ram Garza
- Sal Medina
- Michael Willow
- Veronica Sanchez
- Jennifer Perez
- Lisa Urban

#### Most Intelligent
- John Blackburn
- Erik Burns
- Chris DeWinne
- Tess Lawson
- Jennifer Menn
- Lisa Urban

#### Most Humorous
- Edward Gomez
- Gabriel Puga
- Donny Rodriguez
- Stephanie Beltran
- Audrey Glasscock
- Abigail Rackley

#### Cutest Couple
- Alex Cabrera and June Perez
- Gabriel Cantu and Laurie Longoria
- Michael Willow and Cassidi Mansker
ALL CAMPUS & SENIOR FAVORITES

Veronica Sanchez
Michael Willow

Hector Luna
Eva Smith

BEE AGRICULTURAL COMPANY: grain, feed, seed, & fertilizers
1004 S. Washington 358-1894
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Best Personality Best Dressed
Most Talented

Most Beautiful  Most Athletic
High School Siblings

Becca and Melanie Castillo
Tiffany and Dustin McDonald
Taylor and Morgan Puckett
Jeffery and Michael McCullen
Kim and Tony Brannon
1996 graduate Tasia Silvas with Matthew, Stephanie and Michael
Hector and Rosa Ruiz
Kevin and Kerri Champagne
Stephanie and Marissa Arismendez
Spring Break'98
POWDER PUFF

Juniors 19  Seniors 13  In D.O.T.
Prom: Heaven on Earth
Julian Saldivar and Roxanne Ramos

KING AND QUEEN
So, What Happened Outside of A. C. Jones during the '97-'98 School Year?

GOVERNMENT:
Democratic President Bill Clinton was accused of all kinds of illegal and unethical acts, such as the Whitewater scandal and sexual affairs with different women, particularly Monica Lewinsky.

DEATHS:
Students in Springfield, Oregon; West Paducah, Kentucky; Jonesboro, Arkansas; Pearl, Mississippi; and Edinboro, Pennsylvania murdered fellow students, teachers, and family members.
Actor: Chris Farley
Princess: Diane of Whales
Actor: John Candy
Singer: Frank Sinatra
Rapper: Notorious B. I. G.
Designer: Versaci
Actor: Phil Hartman
Cartoon Characters: Beevis and Butthead

WORLD-WIDE HEADLINES:
El Nino weather pattern caused draughts, tornadoes, floods, and other disasters, ruining nations' economies.
Uncontrollable fires in Mexico and Guatemala polluted the airs of neighboring countries, as well as most of the United States.
Pakistan and India developed nuclear bombs.
The medicine Viagra for impotence was bought and sold in almost every kind of market.
Pope John Paul visited Cuba and was allowed to hold a public mass.

ENTERTAINMENT:
The movie “Titanic” was a huge hit -- not only on the big screen, but also for Celine Dion who sang the theme song.
Electronic music became popular around the world, including bands like Prodigy and Chemical Brothers.
The rap music scene spread like it never had before, due to artists like Puff Daddy, Mase, and Will Smith.
The Spice Girls went Platinum practically overnight. They also announced a split-up in May.
The talk shows—Jerry Springer, Oprah Winfrey, and Rosie O’Donnell were watched more than ever across the nation.
The comedy sit-com “Seinfeld” had its grand finale leaving viewers devastated.
Southpark, a cartoon not to be watched by children, became so popular volumes of it could be rented at the video store, and t-shirts advertising it could be purchased in almost any store.
Have You Ever Seen Such
ACADEMICS?

Open-Eyed Realism

Academic Decathlon, Valedictorian, Salutatorian, Who's Who, UIL, Renaissance, Academic Awards, and Faculty Selected Honors.

It all begins with that very first day of kindergarten. You arrive at school scared, yet excited too. Little did you realize that nine years later school would become a job with no overtime pay, but lots of room for growth. What you do with your high school career decides what you do with your life. Scary, huh? Well, scores have gone before you and scores will follow you. What kind of path will you leave for them?

Education is not for here and now, but for your future.
COACHES

JONNIE JORDAN

REAGAN JORDAN

JEAN BLAKESHIP

TEAMMATES

HONORS DIVISION

Erik Burns

Chris DeWinne

Lisa Urban

REAGAN JORDAN

SCHOLASTIC DIVISION

Carrie Kopplin

Ronnie Ries

Raymond Detiveaux

JEAN BLAKESHIP

VARSIETY DIVISION

Tom Belew

Veronica Molina

Back Left: Adam DeWinne, Tom Belew, Raymond Detiveaux, Jennifer Menn, Chris DeWinne, Ronnie Ries. Front Left: Erik Burns, Veronica Molina, Lisa Urban, Stephanie Stogner, Carrie Kopplin
Team Spirit!!! Even when studying as a group effort.

The most prestigious guys on the team.

AWWWW!!! Ronnie and his mom enjoy a special moment.

Spectators bring out school spirit.
Valedictorian

Jennifer Menn, the A.C. Jones Class of 1998 Valedictorian plans to attend Texas A&M - Corpus Christi for two years. She then plans to transfer to Texas A&M - College Station.

Jennifer's favorite memory of her highschool years will always be Mr. Belew's biology class. She has said numerous times that learning was fun with Mr. Belew and it is the teacher that makes learning fun. Jennifer strives to be successful and we are confident that she will achieve this goal.
Salutatorian

Erik Burns, the A.C. Jones Class of 1998 Salutatorian plans to attend Rice University as a national Merit Scholar.

Erik's favorite memory of high school was the 1998 Prom. He has stated various times that being with his friends was all he enjoyed in life. Being an involved person, Erik has been very successful and we wish him the best.
Who's Who at A. C. Jones


Jennifer Perez  Eva Smith  Peggy Fechner
U. J. L.

Perry thinks too much.

NHS Volunteer Jennifer Menn was a big help.

Not ready for Ready Writing.

Proud JHS winners place their trophies in the trophy case.
Regional Qualifiers

Premont UIL Practice meet winners

T-M UIL Practice meet winners

NHS worker Sarah Sugarek “Made It Happen” at the home meet.

The JHS meet UIL winners.
Students get reward envelopes from Mrs. Fullos.

Michael Killam and Crystal Silva

Students lined up to receive t-shirts.

Kristen Keilman, Sarah Sugarek, Brittani Bowman, and Cassidi Mansker

Jeni Mendoza and Jeff Breon decorate “The Backpack.”

RENAISSANCE
ACADEMIC AWARDS

Chris DeWinne -- USAF appointment

Bryan Albrecht and Misty Kissling -- Marine Corps Distinguished Athletes

Wes Thoms -- Bee County TAMU Mother's Club Scholarship

Lisa Urban -- Jean Dugat Scholarship

Raymond Delvaux -- Woodman of the World Scholarship

Jamie Garrison and Kimberly Brannon -- Jeff B. Curbo Memorial Scholarship

Roxanne Ramos -- Beeville Evening Lion's Club Scholarship
Chris DeWinne, and Marissa Silva – Rotary Club watches: Naomi Aldape and James Ledbetter – Rotary Club Scholarships

James Ledbetter – Brooke Entrepreneurship Scholarship

Gabriel Alvarado – Boy’s State

Nidia Rodriguez, Lloyd Medina - USMC Semper Fidelis Musical Excellence Award; Erik Burns, Jennifer Menn - USMC Scholastic Excellence Award

Lisa Urban – Wal-Mart Scholarship

Nidia Rodriguez – Beeville Faculty Association Scholarship

Honors graduates: Chris Gynn, John Vanacek, Sal Medina, Kerry Mix, Brian Schleifer, Alex Cabrera, John Blackburn, Mari Alaniz, Mari Casarez, Alta Thornton, Perry Langbein, Britanni Bowman, Karen Wilson, Jennifer Perez, Abigail Rackley, Peggy Fechner, Jessica Snyder, Karen Hurry, June Perez, Sandra Cuellar, Roxanne Ramos, Emily Gonzales, Theresa Garrison, Jamie Garrison.

Top Underclassmen - Juniors: Dawn Kessler and Jenny Warner; Sophomores: Brandon Sehlke and Lindsey Buhring; Freshmen: Katherine Hill and Gretchen Heldenfels.
Faculty Selected

Faculty Selected Honors means just that -- awards given to the students by the faculty. We are proud of our students and know they will do well in the future.

Left to right: Chris DeWinne and Eva Smith -- Best All Around; Erik Burns and Lisa Urban -- Leadership; John Blackburn and Nidia Rodriguez -- Citizenship; and John Salinas and Urbana Chapa (not pictured) -- School Spirit

Honors
Have You Ever Seen Such ORGANIZATIONS?

We've Got Our Eyes on You

Band, Choir, Speech, Drama, PALS, Student Council, NHS, French Club, Spanish Club, Newspaper, Yearbook, FCA, Campus Connection, FFA/HERO, BPA, DECA

Although we come to school to study English, Math, Science, and Social Studies, there are social skills to learn through joining any organization at A. C. Jones—for example, meeting a whole new group of people on the Spanish Club field trip to Mexico, or on the choir's Spring Break trip to Florida. FCA is supposed to stand for Fellowship of Christian Athletes, but some might call it Food and Comaradery Always! Drama students put on shows that make the whole school shake with laughter. Basically, a student is really missing out if they are not involved in an organization at JHS.

Most Popular Organization: **BAND**
MARCHING BAND

Mike, Adam, Marcus, Matthew and Amado

Pep Rally performance.

Laura Rendon, Jackie Barrera, Amanda Cothes, Stephanie Stogner and Audrey Glasscock

Waitin' for the show to begin.

Marachi Band

Drummer boys.

Getting ready for half-time performance.
Trojan

Everyone sang great at the Christmas Concert!

Darci Ford made no mistakes in her solo!

Monica Blackwood and Kandy Hughes - Love is in the air!!

Tadz Marceau made huge sales at the choir concession stand with her French accent!
Choir

Front to Back: Lacie Greer, Sharon Heizer, Jenny Warner, Kandy Hughes, Emily Has, and Darci Ford.

Crystal Silvas and Jenny Warner have Christmas spirit!

Roland Tapia, Loa Tucker, and Will Vaughn are all coordinated! They can dance and sing at the same time!

Sarah Andersen and Vanessa Harrod looked adorable in their Santa hats!!

James Sandoval sang his best!
Wizard of Oz
Manly Jessica

The one act play family.

Go on and Kiss the Girl.

No is too cool for the rest of the crowd.

Tess had her own makeup artist and hair stylist.

Edward knows how to work an audience.
Peers Accepting


Kelli Clem is helping one of her second graders at R.A. Hall.
1998 A. C. Jones Student Council members

One of the first meetings of the year.
Draw an eye? How? Now?

President Wilson takes control.

Now this was one intense meeting!

Student Council
NHS National Honor Society

Officers: Sal Medina, Stephanie Stogner, Perry Langhein, Jennifer Perez, Eva Smith, John Blackburn, Chris DeWinne.

Members listen attentively at a Monday night meeting.

1998 Inductees were chosen on the basis of grades and character.
Club de français

Sponsor: Madame Terry
Historian: Jackie Flinn, Vice President: Yvonne Garcia
President: Amanda Cothes

Left: Amy Butler, Caricia Gonzales, Steven Shaha, Mrs. Diaz, Selena Diaz, Victoria Galvan.
SPANISH CLUB

Members: (Bottom Left) Historians: Sharon Heizer, Emily Haas, Jenny Warner, Dawn Kessler, (Top Left) Rebecca Carter, Raquel Delbosque, Secretary: Joe Herrera, Steven Shaha, Anne Garcia, Romana Villareal.

Pres. Eva Smith takes a pizza break

Sign In time.

Members made paper flowers for the diez y seis celebration.
NEWSPAPER

Back to front: Erica Ramirez, Becka Castillo, Kandi Manzano, Misty Kissling, Nikki Adamez, Robyn Goza, Lisa Urban (editor), and Koco Traut.

Newspaper layout requires everyone's best efforts.

Our fearless leader and her minions.

Mari Casarez helps Koco preview the paper.

TROJAN TRIBUNE
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

Erica, Victoria and Jenny "warming up" for a huddle meeting.

Ex-Browns receiver Mike Whitwell, guest speaker, meets Elissa Hysquierdo.

Officers
Abby Rackley, Eric Castaneda, Jenny Warner, Wes Thoms, Brini Dial and Jessica Snyder

FCA members smile for the camera.
See You at the Pole

Chuch Knowlton,
Advisor

Karyn Hurry

Stephanie Edmonson

Chad Knowlton

Robyn Goza

L. W. (Wayne) Massengale Certified Professional Landman 358-4413
Good Luck to my school friends!
Mrs. McKay

Mrs. McCoy smiles for the camera.

"And the meeting begins..."

Before they were stars!

Members strike a pose.

Wes Thomas and Cassidi Mansker speak to FHA members.

It isn't easy filling out those forms.

Can U repeat that?

Officers: Veronica Hughes, Amanda Salazar, Kenneth Barrack, Krista Lendor, Martha Armijo (V.P.), Dennis Valdez (Treas.) and Sharon Webb.

Superior Auto Sales 706 S. Washington 358-6611  165
Joe Anthony Arkenga and Ardie Trevino advanced to the state meet in Austin. Theresa Garrison and Stephanie Arisvendez were alternates.

Left Photo: Sec. Sonia Benavidez, Treas.
Stephanie Beltman, V.P.
Sandy Alamn, Hist.
Joe Anthony Arkenga, Pres.
Stephanie Arisvendez.

Right Photo: Mrs. Gregory poses with Stephanie who advanced to the National DECA Career Development Conference in Denver.
BPA


June Perez made it to State in Entrepreneurship.

Peggy Fechner made it to the National Conference in San Antonio.

OFFICERS—Pres: Peggy, VP: Ashleigh, Treas: Joe Herrick, Sec: Britanni.

WILLIAMS VETERINARY CLINIC  HWY. 59-E, Beeville, TX  358-1711
Have You Ever Seen Such EMPLOYEES?  Dedicated to your success.

Watching Over Us

Principals, counselors, teachers, nurses, librarians, assistants, secretaries, registrar, attendance office, cafeteria workers, and janitors.

It takes more than just one group of people to make sure a high school runs smoothly. The on-site workers do their best to ensure each student a successful year. They watch out for the students and try to take care of as many problems as they possibly can. How many of you lost your locker combinations and had to have a janitor open your locker for you? How many times did you lose your lunch ticket? Did you ever get called to the office to have money delivered to you? Who set your schedule and entered your grades on your report cards? Ever have a headache or feel sick to your stomach? We breeze through our classes and don’t stop to consider the people who make it happen for us. Next time, say thank you to those who help you on your way to success.

Teachers voted "Most Beautiful Eyes"  
Mrs. Heather Welder, and  
Coach Mark Snyder
MAKE IT

HAPPEN
Left to Right: Vicente Barrera, Larry McClintock, Monica Burris, Nick Cardenas, Lou Adele May, Laura Fischer, Frank Hogan

Tim Fitch retired after five years of service.

Superintendent Dr. Frank Hogan
Making it Happen at A. C. Jones

Mary Joy

Ermilo Barrientes

Connie Carr

Richard Chapa

Debbie Stevenson

Debbie Kneten

Thanks!
LIBRARY

CODY PETERS: LOUD AND CRAZY. THE LAST PERSON YOU WOULD EXPECT TO WORK IN A LIBRARY.

SENIOR EDWARD GOMEZ WORKS TOWARD HIS COMMITMENT TO PASS ENGLISH III TO GRADUATE!

JULIAN SANDIVAL AND SHIELA BORJAS

MRS. JORDAN

MS. COWART

MS. DIAZ

MRS. BRIDGE

MICHAEL SILVAS

AMANDA COThES

KIM YOGI, MRS. RODRIGUEZ.

MARI ALANIZ

JULIAN HELPS JESSICA KISSLING.
I TEACH, THEREFORE -- I AM.

Teachers do it with class!

To teach is to touch a life forever.
Support Staff

Thanks for all you do!

Martha Maley

Ester Gonzales

Gwen Walker

Gloria Rocha

Gaelynn Olivares
Graduation 1998

For Baccalaureat the seniors gathered in the Student Center, then made their way through the school halls to the auditorium, where Mickey Hurry, father of Karen, prepared them for the real world.
From the beginning processional that filled the visitor's side of the field 'til the last moment of the evening, the graduates made memories for themselves and their families. It was a night to remember.
Marissa’s bus wasn’t quite in the swing of things.

How did that junior get in there?

They aren’t camera shy, are they?

Pam and Erica are just too cute!

Your turn is next -- I hope.

What should we do now?

Looks like Crystal enjoyed Twister.
This way to lazer tag.

Ok, here I am. Now what?

Velcro olympics here we come!

Hector prepares to die.

Let go of the hair!

Did somebody say gambling?

More velcro olympians.

We’re stylin’ now!
How do we say thanks for the things you have done for us? You helped us become Graduates 1998. Together we “Made it Happen.”
GALLOWAY PHOTOGRAPHY and YOU...

going there's

SENIORS ’98

...A World of Possibilities!
Projection TV  VCR
Will Do Service Calls by Appointment Only

A.J. TV SERVICE
under new ownership
"Serving Beeville Since 1962"

512 358-4467
107 W. Carter
Beeville, Texas 78102
Good Luck Trojans!!

ECONOMY EYEWEAR
(512) 358-2411
David & Tina Johnson
Owners
110 N. Washington
Beeville, Texas
78102

SPOHN
BEE COUNTY HOSPITAL
Congratulations
Seniors '98

Sponsored by the Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word
1500 E. Houston Hwy. • Beeville, Texas 78102 • (512) 358-5431 • Fax (512) 358-9322
Dave Moore Ford-Mercury
115 W. Houston
Beeville, Texas
358-8877

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS ‘98

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF BEEVILLE
SERVING BEE COUNTY
FOR OVER 100 YEARS

FULL SERVICE BANK
358-1530

1400 E. HOUSTON
P.O. DRAWER B
BEEVILLE, TEXAS 78104

EQUAL HOUSING LENDER
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
Cude Electronics
610 E. Houston
Beeville, TX 78102
(512) 358-2442

Congratulations
Graduates of 1998

Beeville Publishing Co., Inc.
Home of the
Beeville Bee-Picayune
Serving Bee and Surrounding Counties...published Wednesdays and Saturdays

Action Printing
a division of Beeville Publishing Co., Inc.
Quality Printing for all your needs!

111 N. Washington St. Beeville, Texas
512-358-2550 FAX 512-358-5323 E-Mail address: beepic@fnbnet.net
Best of Luck Seniors '98

From the girls at Covington: Melinda, Wicha, Hope, Sonia and Manager -- Irene

Economy Eyewear
110 N. Washington (512) 358-2411

Here's Looking at You

Congratulations Class of 1998
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY
8 - 6

111 East Houston
Beeville, Texas 78102
EZ Pawn #3
(512) 358-3421

"Better Than Free" CHECKING
from....

State
Bank & Trust

- Unlimited Checking
- First order of 200 checks FREE
- $100,000 Lincoln Money
- Accepts Draft Insurance
- Extends 24 hr customer service
- Quickcheck Processing
- Low Minimum Balance
- Requirements of $20

Plus... You Get Your Checks Back!

Lobby Hours
9 - 3 Mon - Thu
9 - 5 Friday

358-8700
218 N. Washington

Motor Bank Hours
8 - 6 Mon - Fri
8 - 12 Saturday

3 Convenient ATM Locations

North

South

West

NORTH STATE

218 N. Washington

218 N. Washington

218 N. Washington